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Abstract This paper presents a methodology to aggregate multidimensional research output. Using a tailored version of the non-parametric Data Envelopment Analysis model, we account for the large heterogeneity in research output and the individual researcher preferences by endogenously weighting the various output dimensions. The approach offers three important advantages compared to the traditional approaches: (1) flexibility in the aggregation of different research outputs into an overall evaluation score; (2) a reduction of the impact of measurement errors and atypical observations; and (3) a correction for the influences of a wide variety of factors outside the evaluated researcher’s control. As a result, research evaluations are more effective representations of actual research performance. The methodology is illustrated on a data set of all faculty members at a large polytechnic university in Belgium. The sample includes questionnaire items on the motivation and perception of the researcher. This allows us to explore whether motivation and background characteristics (such as age, gender, retention, etc.,) of the researchers explain variations in measured research performance.
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Introduction

Universities and colleges are increasingly interested in evaluating the performances of their academic staff, both in terms of teaching performance and of research performance. Given the growing attention to research, this paper will focus exclusively on research performance. In particular, this paper presents (1) a flexible tool to evaluate the multiple dimensions of research performance and (2) relates research performance to individual characteristics, motivation, and employment conditions.

Current literature on research evaluation mainly employs single-criterion measures, such as reputational ratings gathered by polls or peer reviews, number of publications (eventually in conjunction with a journal quality index or a citation index, e.g., Van Leeuwen et al. 2003; van Raan 1996) in a predefined set of refereed journals (e.g., Zamarripa 1995; Sax et al. 2002), or citation counts (e.g., McCain and Turner 1989; Nederhof et al. 1993; Lee and Bozeman 2005). Recently, several opponents have criticized such simplistic measures doubting whether they are able to accurately convey research performance. In their opinion, the nature of research is by far too complex to be grasped by one single output criterion. For instance, Martin (1996) note that few would dispute that research is multi-dimensional in terms of its nature and outputs. Avital and Collopy (2001) agree arguing that research performance is broader than only one-dimensional measures. They suggest that (compared to single-criterion measures) multidimensional instruments are less sensitive to systematic measurement error and biases created by researchers who adjust their behavior in an attempt to improve evaluations (Avital and Collopy 2001, p. 53). Hattie and Marsh (1996) also argued that weighted measures of research performance may be preferable to single-criteria numbers. In view of these considerations, a multi-criteria measure seems more appropriate in assessments of researchers’ performances.

However, the construction of a multi-criteria Research Evaluation Score (RES-score) is an intricate matter with, amongst others, two important conceptual and methodological difficulties to overcome: (1) How should one weight and aggregate the different output criteria? Or, stated differently, how important are the several research outputs in the overall performance evaluation? Is it legitimate to assign a uniform set of weights over the several output criteria (i.e., equal/fixed weights)? Also, is it legitimate to apply a uniform set of weights to all evaluated researchers? Some researchers are clearly specializing in writing international books, while other are specializing in attracting research funding. Using the same weights for all researchers, would be considered as unfair within a research unit. (2) How should the RES-scores be adjusted for the impact of exogenous characteristics which are (often) beyond the control of the researcher? There are numerous findings in the academic literature which suggest that some background characteristics (e.g., age, gender,
rank/tenure, time spent on teaching, department policy, etc.,) may have a significant impact on the research performance of academic staff (Bellas and Toutkoushan 1999; Hattie and Marsh 1996, 2002; Lee and Bozeman 2005; Maske et al. 2003; Ramsden 1994; Sax et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2006). Intuitively, researchers realize some conditions are more beneficial to productive research while other conditions are more detrimental. Yet, traditional RES-scores do not account for differences in these uncontrollable conditions. Consequently, these scores are inherently biased towards researchers working under more favorable conditions. With this ‘bias’ in mind, several practitioners and researchers have claimed that uncorrected scores tend to be unfair as they give an advantage to those who work in more constructive conditions. The opposite reasoning holds true for academics who work under less favorable conditions. In their case, it is more difficult to obtain a good performance level (and, hence, a good RES-score). Thus, the remark of Emery et al. (2003, p. 44) made with respect to teacher evaluation tools, also applies to evaluation instruments for faculty research performances: “Any system of faculty evaluation needs to be concerned about fairness, which often translates into a concern about comparability. Using the same evaluation system [without properly accounting for the differences in research conditions] for everyone almost guarantees that it will be unfair to everyone”. Stated differently, unadjusted RES-scores are potentially flawed and, therefore, unreliable as a measure of researcher performance. However, we are unaware of any study which corrects RES-scores for heterogeneity in (potentially) influential characteristics and conditions not under the control of the evaluated researchers.

The contributions of this paper are threefold. A first contribution of this paper is the proposal of a global RES-score. This study adds to the extant literature by outlining the weighting issue in the construction of a composite RES-score. In Section “The weighting issue” and “Methodology”, we advocate a methodology to construct RES-scores which does address the weighting and correcting issues. In particular, we suggest a specially tailored version of the non-parametric Data Envelopment Analysis model (DEA; Charnes et al. 1978). The so-called Benefit of the Doubt model (BoD) allows for the aggregation of various dimensions of research performance while incorporating the relative importance of these dimensions (e.g., a publication in an A-journal is more valued than a B-journal). The core idea is that output criteria on which the evaluated researcher performs well compared to his/her colleagues, should weight more heavily than the output criteria on which he performs relatively poor. The rationale for doing so is that a good (poor) relative performance is considered to be an indication of a high (low) attached importance by the evaluated researchers. Similar to ‘new’ (polytechnic) universities in the UK and the colleges in the US, researchers in our application are more diverse than in ‘traditional’ research departments (although large diversity might be present there as well). Some researchers are, e.g., specializing in writing international books, others in attracting research funding. The BoD model accounts for this by endogenously weighting the research outputs. Using endogenous weights, the ‘benefit-of-the-doubt’ (BoD) model allows each researcher for a certain degree of specialization. As such, it avoids the subjectivity of fixed weights.

---

4 Note that if research is considered as an ‘absolute competition’ (see, e.g., Merton 1968; Mercer and Wanderer 1970), one can argue that there is no need to account for background characteristics as age or teaching load. The proposed model can be easily adapted to neglect exogenous conditions. If research is considered as a ‘relative competition’ among faculty members (e.g., for in personnel decisions), exogenous background should be accounted for.
The BoD has already been extensively described and studied in the JRC-OECD Handbook on Constructing Composite Indicators (OECD 2008). It has also been used to construct composite indicators in wide ranging fields such as the economy (e.g., the Internal Market Index; Cherchye et al. 2007a), human development (e.g., the Human Development Index; Despotis 2005), technological development (e.g., the Technology Achievement Index; Cherchye et al. 2008), creative economy (Bowen et al. 2008), and sustainable development (e.g., Sustainable Development Index; Cherchye and Kuosmanen 2006). Recently, the European Commission has used the BoD technique to gauge member states’ performance with regard to the Lisbon objectives (European Commission 2004, pp. 376–378).

Secondly, this paper attempts to fill the gap in (1) estimating the impact (in both size and direction) of background conditions on the measured research performances, and (2) correcting the RES-scores for the (un)favorable conditions in which the researcher works. In particular, we examine whether productivity in research can be related to a set of items describing individual researcher motivations and perceptions with respect to teaching and research (as well as the nexus between both activities), personal characteristics (e.g., age, gender), and working conditions (e.g., retention, teaching load, and time for research). From the point of view of university management, both types of information are useful. For instance, evaluation scores and rankings are particularly helpful in personnel decisions (e.g., recruitment, reappointment, promotion, retention, and dismissal, etc.). The explanatory information, on the other hand, provides insights on the exact impact of working conditions on research performance can guide university management in attempts to facilitate an environment that is more conducive to creativity and productive research.

Thirdly, to illustrate the practical usefulness of the approach, we apply the model on a dataset collected at department ‘Business Administration’ of the Hogeschool Universiteit Brussel (Belgium) in the academic years 2006–2007 and 2007–2008. This university college resembles in many ways to the ‘new’ (polytechnic) universities in the UK and the colleges in the US. In particular, it used to be an educational institution with exclusive focus on teaching, but recently, thanks to the Bologna reforms (and an academization process initiated by the Flemish Government), it became increasingly research-oriented. The large resemblance with higher education institutions in other countries implicates that the university college under study is an excellent example to illustrate the usefulness of the presented “Methodology”. The data set comprises output (research) data on all 81 researchers. We matched this data set with administrative and survey data. The administrative data contains information on age, gender, doctoral degree, tenure, (official) teaching load, and (official) time for research. The data are further enriched with a questionnaire on the researcher’s opinions and perceptions on research satisfaction and personal goals.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. While the next section discusses the “The weighting issue” and the advantages of our methodology, in “Methodology” section we present the basic DEA model as well as its robust (extreme observations and/or data

5 Other approaches to construct composite indicators of complex phenomena are also discussed in the JRC-OECD Handbook (and in other reports such as Business Climate Indicators (DG ECFIN), Economic Sentiment Indicators (EU), Composite Leading Indicators (OECD), General Indicator for Science and Technology (NISTEP, Japan), or Composite Index of Technological Capabilities (Archibugi and Coco 2004).

6 Nevertheless, the methodology does not examine the potential reverse causality among the variables (e.g., time for research may be endogenous to research output). Examining the causality of the variables requires besides the use of instrumental variables, a less flexible parametric framework. We consider this as scope for further research.
measurement errors) and conditional (heterogeneity among researchers) extensions; while the subsequent sections report “The data” and the “Results”. In the final section, we offer some concluding remarks and some avenues for further research.

The weighting issue

The few studies which use multi-criteria instruments, calculate commonly the global RES-score as an arithmetic mean or a weighted sum of the researchers’ performances on the several output criteria:

\[ \text{RES}_c = \sum_{i=1}^{q} w_i y_{c,i}, \]

where \( y_{c,i} \) is the number of publications the evaluated researcher \( c \) realized in the research output category \( i \); \( w_i \) the importance weight assigned to the publications pertaining to the output category \( i \) (with \( 0 \leq w_i \leq 1 \) and \( \sum_{i=1}^{q} w_i = 1 \)); \( q \) the number of output criteria considered in the research evaluation. In studies where the RES-scores are computed as an arithmetic mean: \( w_i = 1/q \).\(^7\) This implies that all aspects of research are assumed to be of equal importance. In essence, an arithmetic mean RES-score corresponds to a single-criteria measure where the publications are just counted over the different research output categories without any correction for the quality. When the RES-score is constructed as a weighted sum of publications with \( w_i \) varying over the different research output categories, this score corresponds essentially to a simple publication count with a correction for quality (e.g., Kyvik 1990).

In both cases, weights are uniform for all evaluated researchers. Moreover, when using an arithmetic average, weights are even uniform over the several output criteria. Whether such uniform weights (over output criteria and/or for evaluated researchers) are legitimate is questionable. There are some indications suggesting that uniformity of weights across research criteria and/or over researchers is undesirably restrictive. Among others, Massy and Wilger (1995) assert that some accounting for quality differences over output criteria is necessary in any definition of research performance.

However, defining accurate importance values \( w_i \) for the different output criteria is a very difficult task. First of all, there is a lot of diversity among the beliefs held by many academic administrators and faculty researchers about what are correct weights for the different output criteria. This makes it difficult to come to an agreement on the relative weights to be attached to each type of publication. Any choice of fixed weights will be subjective to some extent. Further, given that varying weights may result in varied RES-scores, and shift the rankings as a result, this subjectivity in weight choice is very likely to be interpreted as unfair. Unsurprisingly, disappointed researchers will invoke this unfairness and the subjectivity in weight choice to undermine the credibility of the RES-scores. A potential solution to this concern is to allow a limited amount of variation in the aggregation weights over the researchers. The question then arises: what is the amount of variation that is allowed?

\(^7\) In this paper, the labels ‘weights’, ‘importance weights’, and ‘importance values’ are used interchangeable, thereby referring to the value that is attached to the research output criteria in the development of the global RES-score.
To account for the weighting issues in the construction of the research evaluation scores, this paper proposes a specially tailored version of the Data Envelopment Analysis methodology (DEA; the model is outlined in the “Methodology”). The basic DEA model has been developed by Charnes et al. (1978) as a non-parametric (i.e., it does not assume any a priori assumption on the production frontier) technique to estimate efficiency of observations. Here, we do not apply the original DEA model, but rather an adapted approach which originates from DEA. This so-called BoD model exploits a key feature of DEA. In particular, thanks to its linear programming approach, DEA allows for an endogenous weighting of multiple output/performance criteria (Melyn and Moesen 1991). This data-driven weighting procedure has five important advantages compared to the traditional model as in Eq. 1.

Firstly, for each evaluated researcher, weights for the various output criteria are chosen such that the most favorable RES-score is realized. One could intuitively argue that, given the uncertainty and lack of consensus on the true weights of research outputs, BoD looks for those weights which put the evaluated researcher in the best possible light compared to his/her colleagues. As such, research performance is considered as a relative standard. Similar to all performance estimations, research performance is a relative issue which depends on the reference sample. The BoD model grants the ‘benefit-of-the-doubt’ to each researcher in an already sensitive evaluation environment. Being evaluated optimally, disappointed researchers (i.e., researchers with RES-scores below expectations) can not longer blame these poor evaluations to subjective or unfair weights. Any other weighting scheme than the one specified by the BoD model would worsen the RES-score. Secondly, the BoD model is flexible to incorporate stakeholder opinion (e.g., researchers, faculty administrators, and experts) in the construction of the RES-scores through pre-specified weight restrictions, to ensure that importance values are chosen in line with ‘agreed judgments’ of these stakeholders. Particularly with an eye towards evaluations of research personnel, this advantage is essential for the credibility and acceptance of RES-scores. Massy and Wilger (1995) emphasized that some considerations for quality differences over output criteria are indispensable in a reasonable research evaluation. Thirdly, researchers are evaluated relative to the observed performances of colleagues. This clearly marks a deviation from the common practice in which benchmarks are exogenously determined by department administrators often without any sound foundation. Fourthly, we can adjust the BoD model such that its outcomes are less sensitive to influences of outlying or extreme observations as well as potential measurement error in the data. In particular, we apply insights from the robust order-\(m\) efficiency scores of Cazals et al. (2002) to our specific BoD setting. Finally, the BoD model can be adjusted (after the conditional efficiency approach of Daraio and Simar 2005, 2007a, b) to account for background influences (e.g., age, gender, rank, PhD, teaching load, time for research, etc.). In our case of research
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Fig. 1 Researcher characteristics, motivations, and working conditions
evaluations, this technique enables us to include different (potentially) influential conditions (outside the control of the researcher) into the built-up of the global RES-scores. Several studies (e.g., Hattie and Marsh 1996, 2002; Harris and Kaine 1994) have focused on the impact of such characteristics, opinions and perceptions on research performances. As Fig. 1 shows, results are rather mixed. The size and direction of the associations seem to be dependent on the circumstances, the content, the specificities of the considered evaluation instrument (i.e., single-criteria vs. multi-criteria measure), and the methodology used to examine the relationships (e.g., multilevel modeling vs. regression analysis). Using a nonparametric technique, we try to limit the a priori assumptions and, as such, try to obtain more reliable estimates of the importance of the variables.

Methodology

The ‘benefit-of-the-doubt’ model

“The weighting issue” section discussed some advantages of the proposed BoD model. The BoD model relies on the non-parametric DEA approach, which is an efficiency measurement technique originally developed by Farrell (1957) and put into practice by Charnes et al. (1978). In essence, DEA is a non-parametric model and, hence, does not require any a priori knowledge on the ‘functional form’ of the production function (i.e., the production function underlying the studied phenomenon). Obviously, this non-parametric feature is important in the evaluation of complex phenomena where objective knowledge on the underlying structure is usually lacking. In comparison to the traditional DEA-problem, the only difference is that the development of an overall RES-score only requires a look at the individual performances of researchers in the different research criteria (with $i = 1, \ldots, q$) (thus, considering the outputs without explicitly taking into account the input dimension). In this latter context, Melyn and Moesen (1991) alternatively labelled this method as the ‘benefit-of-the-Doubt’-approach, a label that originates from one of the remarkable features of DEA: information on the appropriate weights can be retrieved from the observed data themselves (i.e., endogenous weighting).

Specifically, the core idea is that output criteria on which the evaluated researcher performs well compared to his/her colleagues in the reference set $Y$ should weight more heavily than the output criteria on which he/she performs relatively poor. The rationale for doing so is that a good (poor) relative performance is considered to be an indication of a high (low) attached importance by the evaluated researchers. For example, if, in comparison to his/her colleagues (i.e., all observations $y_{ij}$ in the reference set $Y$), the researcher under evaluation published a high number of papers in international journals this reveals

11 As Cherchye et al. (2007b, p. 121) pointed out, this BoD model is formally tantamount to the original input-oriented CCR-DEA model (Charnes et al. 1978), with all research output criteria $q$ considered as outputs and a ‘dummy input’ equal to unity for all the researchers. An intuitive interpretation may be obtained simply by regarding the BoD-model as a tool for aggregating performance on multiple output criteria (without explicit reference to the inputs). For a more elaborate discussion of the BoD-model and its intuitive interpretation, we refer to Cherchye et al. (2007b), Lovell et al. (1995) and Cook (2004).

12 Recently, Claro and Costa (2010) presented another possible performance indicator in which a researcher’s output is compared to a reference set of research output from top researchers (hence, a relative perspective in the evaluation).

13 The advanced specialization of new ‘polytechnic’ universities and colleges obliges universities to allow for specialization in research output criteria. The BoD model accounts for diverging specializations.
that the researcher considers such publication to be of high importance. Consequently, his/her performances should weight more heavily on this criterion (i.e., high weight $w_{c,i}$). In other words, for each researcher separately, BoD looks for the weights that maximize (minimize) the impact of the criteria where the researcher performs relatively good (poor) compared to the other researchers. Hence, BoD-weights $w_{c,i}$ are optimal and yield the maximal RES-score.\footnote{For completeness, we mention that BoD alternatively allows for a ‘worst-case’ perspective in which entities receive their worst set of weights, hence, high (low) weights on performance indicators on which they perform relative weak (strong) (Zhou et al. 2007).} This gives the following linear programming problem for each researcher under consideration $c$:  

\[
RES_c(y) = \max_{w_{c,i}} \sum_{i=1}^{q} w_{c,i}y_{c,i} \tag{2}
\]

s.t.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{q} w_{c,i}y_{j,i} \leq 1 \quad j = 1, \ldots, c, \ldots, n \tag{2a}
\]

\[
w_{c,i} \geq 0 \quad i = 1, \ldots, q. \tag{2b}
\]

The objective function (2) reveals the ‘benefit-of-the-doubt’ interpretation: the BoD model lets the data speak for themselves and endogenously selects those weights $w_{c,i}$ which maximize the RES-scores. Any other weighting scheme than the one specified by the BoD model would worsen $RES_c(y)$. This data-orientation is justifiable in the context of evaluating research performances where there is usually a lack of agreement among stakeholders (i.e., policy makers, researchers, etc.), and uncertainty about the proper importance values of the research output criteria. This perspective clearly deviates from the current practices of using single-criterion measures or multiple-criteria as in (1) with or without a correction for the perceived quality.

Notice that the standard BoD model as in (2)–(2b) grants evaluated researchers considerable leeway in the definition of their most favourable weights $w_{c,i}$. More precisely, only two (rather minimal) constraints have to be satisfied. A first one is the ‘normalization’ constraint (2a) that ensures that all RES-scores computed with the evaluated researcher’s most favourable weights $w_{c,i}$ can at most be unity (or, equivalently, 100%). Thus, we obtain $0 \leq RES_j \leq 1$ ($j = 1, \ldots, c, \ldots, n$) with higher values indicating better overall relative research performances. The second ‘non-negativity’ constraint limits weights to be non-negative (hence, $w_{c,i} \geq 0$). Apart from these restrictions (2a) and (2b), weights can be chosen completely free to maximize the RES-score of the evaluated researcher vis-à-vis the other researchers. However, in some situations, it can allow a researcher to appear as a brilliant performer in a way that is difficult to justify. For instance, while having publications in several research output criteria, some researchers may prefer to only consider one of these criteria (i.e., the one in which the researcher performs best relative to their colleagues) in the built-up of their RES-scores (thus, assigning zero-weights to all other criteria) without violating the two basic restrictions. In such research evaluations, global RES-score reduce to the researchers’ performances on one single dimension. Another concern is that chosen BoD-weights may too much deviate from what stakeholders (i.e., the faculty board, evaluated academics) believe is appropriate. Without doubt, opponents of research evaluations will claim that RES-scores based on improper weights are not meaningful.
Fortunately, BoD models are flexible to incorporate additional restrictions. Formally, this involves adding the general weight constraint \( 2c \) to the standard BoD model:

\[
wc_i \leq \frac{1}{\cdots} \frac{1}{q} \quad \text{and} \quad \exists e \in E : (2c)
\]

with \( W_e \) denoting the set of permissible weight values defined based upon the opinion of selected stakeholders \( e \in E \). Especially with an eye towards practical evaluations, it is crucial for the credibility and acceptance of RES-scores to define such weight restrictions based on stakeholder opinions (if available). Formally, the complete ordinal ranking of the importance values of the nine research output criteria, as agreed upon by the stakeholders (see below and Table 1), is presented as follows:

\[
w_{c,1} = w_{c,2} = w_{c,3} \leq w_{c,4} \geq w_{c,5} \geq w_{c,7} = w_{c,8} \geq w_{c,6} = w_{c,9} \geq 0.01
\]

From a technical perspective, we have to adjust these additional weight restrictions for the potential presence of zero values in the evaluation data. Indeed, in one or multiple output dimensions researchers may not have been able to produce any publication during the evaluation period (hence, the associated \( y_{c,i} \)'s are equal to zero). The endogenous weighting procedure of BoD will automatically assign a zero weight to such output criteria. However, in our evaluation procedure (with the additional ordinal weight restrictions as specified above), this standard procedure may lead to infeasibilities. Kuosmanen (2002) and Cherchye and Kuosmanen (2006) proposed a simple modification of the weight restriction to prevent this infeasibility: multiply the constraints by the product of the corresponding \( y_{c,i} \)'s.\(^{15}\)

Formally,

\[
(w_{c,1} - w_{c,2}) \times y_{c,1} \times y_{c,2} = 0
\]

\[
(w_{c,2} - w_{c,3}) \times y_{c,2} \times y_{c,3} \geq 0
\]

\[
\frac{w_{c,6} - w_{c,9}}{w_{c,6}} \times y_{c,6} \times y_{c,9} = 0
\]

\[
w_{c,i} \times y_{c,i} \geq y_{c,i} \times 0.01 \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, 9.
\]

In this adjusted version of the additional weight restrictions, a standard weight \( w_{c,i} = 0 \) for an output criterion \( i \) with \( y_{c,i} = 0 \) does no longer enforce other weights to be equal to zero. In cases where one or both of the associated \( y_{c,i} \)'s equals zero, the restriction becomes

\(^{15}\) See Kuosmanen (2002) for a more comprehensive discussion.

---

**Table 1** Criteria for the evaluation of research performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Research outlet</th>
<th>Maximum weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>International publication (Thompson Master List)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>International book (based on own scientific work) as an author</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>National book (based on own scientific work) as an author</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Finished research report (externally funded by a commissioner)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>National scientific journals, chapter in international scientific book, Complete article in international proceedings (in all cases peer-reviewed)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Promoter of an externally funded project</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Complete article in national proceedings (peer-reviewed)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Chapter in a scientific national book</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Research/discussion paper in HUB or other series</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
redundant and hence has no further influence on the other restrictions in (4). If none of the associated \( y_{c,i} \)'s are equal zero, then the adjusted version of the weight restriction reduces to the original restriction as in (3). Formally, the introduction of these adjusted weight restrictions the basic BoD model entails replacing the general weight constraint (2c) for (4).

The robust BoD model

Similar to other nonparametric techniques, in its basic form, BoD suffers from a sensitivity to the influences of outliers, extreme values, and other data irregularities (e.g., measurement errors). This sensitivity results from: (1) the deterministic nature of BoD by which all differences between the performances of the evaluated researcher \( y_{c,i} \) and the other research performances \( y_{j,i} \) in the reference set \( \Upsilon \), are perceived as a perfect reflection of actual differences in research performance, and (2) the modeling assumption that all \( n \) observations (thus also potential outliers or observations infected by measurement errors) should be included in the reference set \( \Upsilon \) (see constraint (2a)). Because of these two assumptions, the presence of only one atypical/extreme research performance in the reference set \( \Upsilon \) suffices to alter the RES-scores of all researchers dramatically.\(^{16}\)

The robust order-\( m \) methodology of Cazals et al. (2002) allows overcoming this aforementioned limitation.\(^{17}\) Basically, this robust approach no longer puts central the traditional assumption that all observations should be considered in the computation of the RES-scores. Instead, using a simple Monte Carlo simulation technique, one draws repeatedly (i.e., \( B \) times) and with replacement \( m \) observations from the original reference set \( \Upsilon \) of \( n \) observations.\(^{18}\) This smaller reference set is labelled \( \Upsilon^{b,m}_c \) (with \( b = 1, \ldots, B \)). For each of the \( B \) draws, the BoD-based RES-scores are computed relative to this sub sample of size \( m \). By taking subsamples, the robust order-\( m \) technique reduces the impact of outlying observations.

Formally, the robust BoD model as in (5)–(5c) is largely similar to the original BoD model as in (2)–(2c). In fact, the only difference is situated in the composition of the

\(^{16}\) In our data set, for instance, there is one researcher ‘k’ who succeeded to publish 27 research reports (externally funded by a commissioner) in the period under study (i.e., \( y_{k,4} = 27 \)). At first sight, this seems to be an example of an outstanding research performance. However, a more profound analysis of this figure indicated that all research reports were part of one major project in which a particular study was made for 27 municipalities. The result of this study was summarized in reports for each municipality separately.

\(^{17}\) An alternative to the order-\( m \) approach of Cazals et al. (2002) is the order-\( \zeta \) approach of Daouia and Simar (2007). The ideas behind both techniques are largely similar. In fact, the adjustment of the order-\( m \) ideas to the order-\( \zeta \) ideas, and vice versa, is straightforward (see, Daraio and Simar 2007a, pp. 65–76).

\(^{18}\) Note that a particular research performance can be drawn multiple times in the same Monte Carlo step.
reference set. Further note $w_{c,i}$ instead of $w_{c,i}$ as optimal weights are now computed $B$ times. Recall that the general weight constraint (5c) represents the adjusted ordinal weight restriction as in (4). Having obtained the B RES-scores, we compute the robust version of $\text{RES}_c(y)$, $\text{RES}^m_c(y)$, as the arithmetic average of the $B$ SET$^{b,m}_c(y)$ estimates:

$$\text{RES}^m_c(y) = \frac{1}{B} \sum_{b=1}^{B} \text{RES}^{b,m}_c(y).$$  

(6)

Besides mitigating the impact of outlying observations, Jeong et al. (2010) show that the order-$m$ estimates have additional attractive properties in that they are consistent and have a fast rate of convergence.\(^{19}\)

In contrast to the traditional BoD estimates, the robust $\text{RES}^m_c(y)$ scores can be larger than unity. Indeed, thanks to drawing a subsample of $m$ observations with replacement from the full sample $\Upsilon$ the evaluated research performance $c$ can be compared with a reference sample $\Upsilon^{b,m}_c$ consisting of researchers with, on average, a lower performance level. As such, outstanding research performances (i.e., observations with a $\text{RES}^m_c(y) > 1$) could arise. A resulting $\text{RES}^m_c(y) = 1$ indicates that the evaluated researcher $c$ performs on a level that is similar to the average performance level realized by expected $m$ peers. Finally, a $\text{RES}^m_c(y) < 1$ points to a research performance that is worse compared to the average order-$m$ benchmark research performance.\(^{20}\)

The robust and conditional BoD model

As discussed before, background characteristics $z$ may play a role in research performance (see Fig. 1). We account for these (often, but not always) exogenous characteristics by applying insights from the conditional DEA model to the BoD model. The former model has been proposed by Cazals et al. (2002) and Daraio and Simar (2005) and further extended by Daraio and Simar (2007a, b) to multivariate (continuous) characteristics, by Badin et al. (2010) to an improved bandwidth estimator and by De Witte and Kortelainen (2008) to discrete characteristics.

The conditional efficiency approach extends the robust order-$m$ model of Cazals et al. (2002) by drawing the $m$ observations with a particular probability (instead of drawing at random). The probability is obtained from estimating a non-parametric kernel around the background characteristics $z$ of the evaluated observation (we estimate a kernel as this allows us to smooth the background variables). As such, only observations which have similar background characteristics enter the reference group against which relative performance is estimated. Algebraically, model (5) is altered by restricting the reference set $\Upsilon^{b,m}_c$ to $\Upsilon^{b,m,z}$, where $z$ denotes observations which have similar background characteristics as $z$. The obtained $\text{RES}^m_c(y|z)$-score properly accounts for the background characteristics.

The mixed kernel smoothing of De Witte and Kortelainen (2008), which applies the mixed kernels from Li and Racine (2007), conveniently accounts for insignificant background characteristics by oversmoothing the kernel. In particular, if multiple background characteristics are included in the analysis, from which some turn out to have an

\(^{19}\) Although these attractive properties were derived for the original DEA model, the extension to the BoD approach is rather straightforward.

\(^{20}\) We follow Daraio and Simar (2005, 2007a, b) in selecting the size of the subsample $m$ as the value for which the percentage of super-efficient observations (i.e., $\text{RES} > 1$) becomes relatively stable. In our particular application, $m$ is determined as $m = 40$ (although sensitivity analysis with different values of $m$ shows the robustness of the approach).
insignificant impact on the RES-scores, the kernel bandwidth becomes very large in the insignificant dimension such that the insignificant variable becomes irrelevant for the computation of the conditional RES_{cm}^m(y|z)-score (see Li and Racine 2007). This is convenient as, therefore, no a priori assumptions on the influence and direction of the background characteristics have to be made.

Besides the outlined advantages of the robust BoD model, the conditional model has two additional advantages. Firstly, as discussed in Daraio and Simar (2005), the fully nonparametric model does not impose a separability condition between the output variables and the background characteristics. In other words, the model acknowledges that background characteristics (as the ones presented in Fig. 1) may influence the RES-scores. By comparing likes with likes, we account for this within the BoD model. Secondly, the conditional efficiency model allows us to examine non-parametrically the direction (i.e., favorable or unfavorable to the RES-scores) and significance of the background characteristics. The impact of the background variables can be deduced by nonparametrically regressing the ratio of the conditional and unconditional RES-scores, RES_{cm}^m(y|z)/RES_{cm}^m(y), on the background characteristics z. Extending the work of Daraio and Simar (2005, 2007a), which allowed for a visualization of the impact of background characteristics, De Witte and Kortelainen (2008) proposed to use non-parametric bootstrap based procedures Racine et al. (2006) in order to obtain statistical inference. The obtained results are the non-parametric equivalent to the standard t-tests.

The data

We estimate and explain research performance for all 81 researchers at the department Business Administration of the Hogeschool Universiteit Brussel (HUB; a university in Belgium) for the period 2006–2008.21 The data for this study were collected from three different sources: the official research evaluations, administrative records, and a questionnaire administered to the evaluated researchers.

The official research evaluations comprised the output of the individual researchers on nine output criteria. The selection of the nine criteria was performed by the faculty board where it took more than 2 years (with debates between researchers and policy makers) to come to a consensus on the preferred mix of output criteria which most faithfully reflect the policy priorities of the department. An overview of the nine output criteria and their maximal weights (as determined by the Faculty Board) is given in Table 1.22

We recognize that alternative selections of output criteria are possible. However, we also believe that it is ultimately the responsibility of the faculty board (in dialogue with the researchers) to define a selection of output criteria that most faithfully reflects the chosen objectives of the department. As presented in Table 2, the distribution of publications is heavily and negatively skewed. For example, 48 of the 81 researchers did not succeed in

---

21 The majority of studies in the academic literature include researchers from different fields of research in their analysis. This may cause a bias in the results due to significant differences between research areas. In our analysis, the homogeneity of the set of observations (i.e., only researchers from the department Business Administration of HUB) guarantees that results are less biased (due to less heterogeneity in the areas of research in which researchers at HUB are active).

22 It is important to note that the robust and conditional BoD-model can also be applied in faculty performance evaluations in other fields of academic research (e.g., natural sciences) as well as with other research criteria/data such as hard scientometric data and indicators (e.g., impact factors of journals, citations, etc.).
### Table 2: Summary statistics for the 73 evaluated researchers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.272</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>2.765</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>1.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.450</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>3.053</td>
<td>2.959</td>
<td>2.092</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>2.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First quartile</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>PhD</th>
<th>Retention</th>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Teaching</th>
<th>Affiliated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>40.815</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>9.010</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First quartile</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4275</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Q1⁵</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>4.229</td>
<td>4.329</td>
<td>3.057</td>
<td>3.771</td>
<td>2.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>1.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First quartile</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 73 observations (initial sample of 81 observations)

a The explanation of the research outlets is presented in Table 1

b The explanation of the motivational questions is presented in Table 5
publishing any article in an international journal from the Thompson Master List during the evaluated period. Moreover, 60 of the 118 (approximately 50%) papers published in the journals considered under the first output criteria ‘International publication (Thompson Master List)’ are the work of only eight researchers (approximately 10% of the research faculty). Similar remarks hold for the other research output criteria. In total, ten researchers did not succeed in providing any research output for the nine criteria. Numerous studies reported similar findings of heavily and negatively skewed distributions of research output (Ramsden 1994; Daniel and Fisch 1990). Lotka (1926) was the first to study this phenomenon. He found that the number of people producing \( n \) papers is approximately proportional to \( 1/n^2 \).

A second data source was the administrative records from the department of personnel administration. These employee records contain information on the researcher’s age, gender, retention (ratio of the amount of time that a researcher is contracted for to the maximum amount of time), whether or not he/she obtained a doctoral degree (dummy variable with 1: yes and 0: no; including this variable is typical to the particular setting as HUB used to be a college with an exclusive focus on teaching, whereas recently, thanks to the Bologna reforms, the university is more and more research oriented), teaching load (percentage of time assigned to teaching activities), time for research (percentage of time assigned to research activities), and whether or not he or she is affiliated to another research department outside HUB (dummy variable with 1: yes and 0: no).

The third data source was a questionnaire administered to the 81 researchers. This questionnaire was developed based on a survey used in a previous study of Marsh and Hattie (2002, pp. 636–637). In particular, we asked the researchers to indicate their level of agreement on several statements on their research and teaching abilities, teaching and research satisfaction, personal goals, intrinsic and extrinsic rewards for teaching and research, beliefs about the relationship between teaching and research (e.g., the time conflict between teaching and research), and the departmental ethos for research and teaching. We further complemented this questionnaire with a number of statements on their research collaborations and their opinion on the impact of the situation at home on their research performance. We used a five-point likert scale where 5 represented “strongly agree” and 1 represented “strongly disagree”. Exceptions are the two statements where the academics are asked to rate their ability as a teacher and researcher under ideal conditions (i.e., no limits on time, resources, etc.). The five-point Likert scale for these two statements ranged from 1 “very poor” to 5 “very good”. Further, we asked the researchers to indicate the number of persons with whom they have engaged in research collaborations within the past 12 months (proxy for research collaboration). The selection of questions that we further used in our analysis is listed in Table 5. Usable responses were obtained from 73 staff (from a total of 81 members), representing a total response rate of more than 90%. Extensive bivariate analyses point out that there is not a selection bias among the 8 missing observations. Specifically, 2 persons have a protracted illness, 2 persons retired recently, 1 person moved to another university and 3 persons refused to cooperate (by ideological reasons). The research output of the 8 missing observations is not significantly different from the research output of the other 73 observations. The final data set consists as such of 73 observations.

Results

Before estimating the research performance of 73 researchers at HUB by the outlined conditional, robust BoD model, we present the RES-scores as they would be computed by
the traditional methods in the literature (i.e., by an arithmetic or weighted average, and without accounting for the background). The resulting RES-scores, as presented in Table 3, indicate an on average low relative performance. As one single person obtained 51 output items, the research performance of the others seems rather bleak. We observe from Table 3 that some researchers obtain a RES-score of 0. These researchers did not publish any paper during the examined period and hence receive the lowest possible evaluation score. Even if the output items are weighted by the weights determined at the Faculty Board, as presented in the second column, the performance of most researchers seems rather poor (with an average RES-score of 0.159). According to this weighted model, 75% of the researchers could improve his/her weighted RES-score by approximately 81% if he/she would work as efficient as the most efficient researcher in the sample.

If the research performance of the faculty members would be evaluated by the use of a similar computation method (recall from a previous footnote that the ‘most efficient’ researcher published 27 very similar reports), the RES-score would not been taken seriously. Moreover, there would be huge resistance in using similar RES-scores as an incentive device (e.g., reducing teaching load, increasing wage).

By allowing for ‘personalized’ and ‘optimal’ weight restrictions, the BoD model is clearly more attractive to the individual researchers. To a certain extent (i.e., the weight bounds), researchers are given some leeway in their publication outlets. As such, the BoD model is less restrictive than the arithmetic or weighted average. Moreover, in its robust version, the BoD model accounts for outlying observations (e.g., the researcher with 27 similar publications) without losing information due to removing researchers from the data set. Summary statistics, as presented in Table 3, indicate that 75% of the researchers could increase their publication performance by at least 13% if they would publish as efficient as the best performing researchers (i.e., third quantile RES-value of 0.87). Similar as before, researchers who did not publish anything during the evaluation period obtain the lowest possible RES-score of 0.

The evaluated researchers may still feel a significant reluctance against the RES-scores if they do not account for the background of the researcher (particularly given the research and practical evidence that background characteristics can have a considerable influence on the opportunities to do research). Therefore, in Model 1, we allow for heterogeneity among researchers by using the conditional and robust BoD model. In a ‘relative competition’ (e.g., for personnel decisions), by comparing comparable researchers, the RES-scores can

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Arithmetic average of performance criteria</th>
<th>Weighted average of performance criteria</th>
<th>Robust BoD of performance criteria</th>
<th>Robust and conditional BoD Model 1a</th>
<th>Robust and conditional BoD Model 2a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First quartile</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.458</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>1.090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The included variables in Models 1 and 2 are presented in Table 4
be considered as ‘more fair’. Besides the employment conditions as retention, teaching load and research time, Model 1 accounts for some researcher background characteristics as gender, age, PhD and guest researcher at KU Leuven (i.e., HUB recently joined the KU Leuven and, as such, some researchers are affiliated with KU Leuven). In other words, Model 1 controls for both truly exogenous factors (such as age, gender) or factors which are exogenous to the researcher as they are a university decision (e.g., hiring faculty without PhD, retention). Although this set of background variables is not exhaustive, it contains the variables that the faculty board at HUB (i.e., a mixture of policy makers and researchers) consider as appropriate (although one can have distinct views). For example, given the particular situation of HUB, the faculty board feels that having a PhD plays a role in explaining research performances as having the degree was not a requirement for faculty members at HUB (although recently, all appointments are only PhD’s). A similar observation yields for affiliated researchers with KU Leuven, as the affiliation depends on the collaboration between two research groups (as such, if there is not a similar research group at KU Leuven, it is impossible to be affiliated). Also the age and gender is considered to play a role in research performance. Accounting for this set of background variables, the conditional RES estimates increase dramatically. A larger group of researchers (75%) becomes significant while the median researcher can improve its research performance by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Direction and impact (by p value) of background characteristics on research performance (n = 73 researchers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female = 1)</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a PhD (=1)</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest researcher at KU Leuven</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research time</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching time</td>
<td>Unfavorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation(^a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1: research gives satisfaction</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: time is constraint</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3: salary increase</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4: rating of ability</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5: most collaboration within own department</td>
<td>Favorable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***, **, and * Significance at 1, 5, and 10% level, respectively
\(^a\) The explanation of the motivational questions is presented in Table 5

Note again that we do not attempt to investigate the causality of the variables. There might arise (serious) endogeneity among the variables (in that, e.g., better performing researchers obtain a higher retention). The conditional BoD methodology only attempts to correct the RES-scores for background characteristics which are often considered by researchers to be crucial to their performance (and, therefore, should be included to make a ‘fair’ comparison of researchers). As such, the significance level of the background variables, as presented in Table 4, indicates which of the background variables influence the RES-scores.
21%. Table 4 presents the direction (i.e., favorable or unfavorable to the RES-scores) and impact (i.e., if the impact is not significant, the RES-scores do not account for this variable) of the background characteristics.

As a first class of variables, consider the impact of the researcher characteristics. First, observe that female researchers, on average, have better research performances (as measured by RES-scores). This observation contrasts to previous parametric findings in the literature which indicated that men perform in general better than females (e.g., Ramsden 1994; Maske et al. 2003; Sax et al. 2002) or that there is no significant difference in research performances of men and females (e.g., Davis et al. 2001; Lee and Bozeman 2005). Secondly, note the favorable and significant impact of having a PhD on the RES-scores. Among others, Fox and Milbourne (1999) and Rodgers and Neri (2007) reported similar results. Thirdly, researchers who are affiliated at KUL (and, thus cooperate with researchers at KUL) realize higher RES-scores compared to their non-affiliated colleagues. This result confirms the findings of some previous parametric studies which indicate that research collaboration has a favorable influence on research performances (e.g., Ramos et al. 2007; Ramsden 1994; Godin and Gingras 2000). Finally, researcher age seems to have no significant impact on obtained RES-scores. This is in line with the findings of some previous parametric studies (e.g., Ramsden 1994; Gupta et al. 1999). However, as presented in Table 1, there are also other (parametric) studies which claimed that the relationship between the researcher’s age and performance is on average negative (e.g., Sax et al. 2002; Levin and Stephan 1991).

As a second class of background variables, consider the influence of the employment conditions. Firstly, we observe a positive and significant influence of retention on measured RES-scores. Stated differently, academics who work full-time at HUB realize better research performers relative to their colleagues who only work part-time at HUB. This result confirms the finding of several parametric studies (e.g., Feldman 1983; Chen et al. 2006; Fairweather 2002). Further, we find that researchers who spent more time on research are more productive (i.e., higher RES-scores). This positive association is in line with the majority of the previous (parametric) studies in the literature. In fact, we found only two studies that claimed a non-significant relationship (i.e., Marsh and Hattie 2002 and Liddle et al. 1997). The (official) time spent on teaching is not significantly related to RES-scores. Although this contrasts to the findings of several studies and general believes (see Table 1), we found a few studies which observed similar outcomes (i.e., Hattie and Marsh 1996, 2002; Olsen and Simmons 1996).

To explore the impact of motivation on research performance, we estimate in Model 2 the RES-scores while accounting for the individual background characteristics and a set of motivational variables (as obtained from the questionnaires). From the larger questionnaire we performed among the evaluated researchers, we deduced 5 relevant questionnaire items which are described in Table 5.

Some summary statistics are provided in Table 2. Recall that a value of 5 denotes ‘strongly agree’, while a value of 1 denotes ‘strongly disagree’. The results, as presented in Table 4, indicate that once accounted for motivation, employment conditions (i.e., retention, research time, and teaching time) do not longer play a role in the RES-scores (i.e., the bandwidth of the employment conditions becomes very large such that the impact is faded out). However, we do observe that the research characteristics ‘gender’, ‘having a PhD’ and ‘guest researcher at KU Leuven’ still have a considerable positive influence on research performances (as measured by RES-scores). Moreover, we find that the more satisfaction a researcher obtains from doing research, the better his/her research performances are. Several (parametric) studies denoted a similar positive association (Fox 1992;
The researcher’s perception as to whether time is a major constraint to improving his/her research productivity is positively and significantly related to RES-scores. This result is somewhat counterintuitive because it is usually thought that researchers, who experience a time constraint in the improvement of their research productivity, are less productive. Further, academics who rate their ability as a researcher (under ideal conditions) high, on average, perform better compared to colleagues who have a less positive view on their own research abilities. In other words, an optimistic self-image (with respect to one’s own research abilities) contributes positively to the research performances. Vasil (1992, 1996) and Marsh and Hattie (2002) reported similar findings. Lastly, both having a salary increase and having most of its collaboration partners within the own institution (here, HUB) have non-significant influences on RES-scores.

Conclusion

Given the increasing attention to research, universities and colleges are increasingly interested in evaluating the research performances of academics. Contrary to traditional single criterion measures, such as number of publications and citation counts, we suggested multi-criteria measures as they are more able to grasp the complex nature of research performances. In particular, we proposed a specially tailored version of the ‘benefit-of-the-doubt’ (BoD) model (which is rooted in the popular non-parametric Data Envelopment Analysis approach). The model is used to (1) integrate the performances of researchers on several research criteria into one overall Research Evaluation Score (RES-scores) while accounting for researcher characteristics and motivations as well as working conditions, and (2) non-parametrically analyze the impact (both in terms of direction and size) of these characteristics, motivations and working conditions on the RES-scores. In the context of constructing fair and robust RES-scores, this BoD approach has several advantages. First, for each individual researcher, weights for the output criteria are chosen such that the highest RES-score is realized. Secondly, the BoD model is flexible to incorporate the opinion of the faculty board and other stakeholders (including scientometricians) in the built-up of the RES-scores through a priori specified weight restrictions. Thirdly, the BoD model can be adjusted such that the resulting RES-scores are less sensitive to influences of outlying or extreme observations as well as potential measurement error in the data. Finally, the BoD model can be extended to account for several background influences (i.e., researcher characteristics and motivations as well as working conditions).

### Table 5 Questionnaire items

| Q1 | Being involved in research gives me a great deal of satisfaction |
| Q2 | Time is a major constraint to improving my research productivity |
| Q3 | Having a salary increase related to my research performance would inspire me to become a better researcher |
| Q4 | Under ideal conditions (i.e., no limits on time, resources, etc.), how do you rate your ability as a researcher? |
| Q5 | Most of my collaboration partners are members of my own department (HUB)? |

Chen et al. 2006; Sax et al. 2002).
an eye towards evaluations of research personnel, each of these advantages is essential for the credibility and acceptance of RES-scores.

To non-parametrically analyze the impact of research characteristics, motivations and employment conditions on RES-scores, we applied the bootstrap based $p$-values of De Witte and Kortelainen (2008). The results indicate that, on average, higher RES-scores are given to researchers who (a) are female, (b) have a PhD, (c) are affiliated with one or more other universities (here, mainly KU Leuven), (d) get more satisfaction out of doing research, (e) perceive that timing is a major constraint to improve their research, (f) rate their ability as a researcher higher. On the other hand, alternative examined background characteristics (i.e., researcher age, retention, research time, salary increase, and collaboration within own department) did not significantly influence measured RES-scores.

From point of view of the university management, this information is potentially useful. For instance, knowing that being affiliated to other universities can have a positive influence on research productivity, faculty boards may motivate researchers to collaborate with academics outside the own university. In addition, the board might consider stimulating researchers without a doctoral degree to attend a PhD program as this may enhance their research productivity in the future. Management can also attempt to improve the personnel policy and the working environment with an eye towards increasing research satisfaction and, thus research productivity. Finally, although sometimes claimed differently, (intrinsic) motivation is more important than salary increases.

Without doubt, the impact of research characteristics, motivations and employment conditions on research productivity will vary with the research area as well as other particular circumstances and conditions. Therefore, an interesting agenda for future research would be to apply the proposed BoD methodology in other evaluation settings to check for recurring patterns in the results. Similarly, it would be interesting to use the non-parametric BoD method to the data of previous parametric studies to compare the results. In case of different results, at first sight, the results of BoD could be preferred as no a priori assumptions are made. Another suggestion would be to extend the analysis with other potentially influential characteristics. Moreover, we believe that proposed method is well-suited to study the complex research-teaching nexus more profoundly. Finally, although not being a consideration of this paper, we stress the importance of studying the exact mechanisms by which aforementioned characteristics, motivations and conditions influence RES-scores more in detail.
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